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The public are gradually realizing the vast
extent to which " crooked" plumbing is sapping
the health of the community. Every day new
facts come to light, showing the shocking way in
which drains are laid and pipes put together in
dwellings and, indeed, all kinds of buildings.
The reports of the tenement house inspectors, in
the daily papers, reveal a deplorable neglect of
health and decency in these houses. When it is
stated that like defects, only in a less degree,
exist in the bulk of the better class of city residences, it is apparent that reform is imperative.
Mere wholesale denunciation of plumbers wil!
not do any good. This only· confounds good
men with bad, and if anything, helps the latter
to get work. What is necessary is to summarily
put a stop to the employment of incompetent
and un.scrupulous men who do the scamped
work so common everywhere. The whole tendency of sanitary thought and discussion in this
country is in th\s direction. The end to be
accomplished is three-fold. Ft'rst, . to exclude
sewer gas from dwellings; Second, to check the
vast waste of water which is exhausting the
reservoirs of all our large cities ; Tht'rd, to stop
the general saturation of the soil with water and
sewage, which fosters malaria and renders large
sections of country unhealthy.
Much can be accomplished by intelligent and
honest official inspection. Authority must be
had to examine and pass upon all work in new
buildings before they can be occupied. In order
to have intelligent action and practical results it
is necessary to have a comprehensive code of
rules. As a basis for such a code we have prepared with considerable care what seems to us
essential at thi~ time, which will be found on
another page under the title "Requirements •for
the Drainage of Every House."

Chicago people is now so forcibly called, ·and
has repeatedly suggested their remedies.
We shall be glad to receive inquiries from any
Chicago residents, and give them the benefit of the
experience of the ablest sanitary engineers in the
country. Chicago has had its full share of skin
building, and rascally and ignorant plumbers, and
we hope the Tt'mes will keep on till it has secured
a good license law, a proper sanitary code and
honest official inspection.
A Memphis editor summed up the lesson of
the Southern plague of 1878 in these words : " We have had enough of charity and heroism;
next year let" us try common sense and drainage."
If this wise counsel had been obeyed, we should
have been spared the present epiderpic in the
s.outhwest, with the vast damage it has inflicted
on health and prosperity. It seems useless to
waste sympathy where people have so wilfully
neglected their duty. Precautions have no doubt
been taken, but they have been neither prompt
nor sufficiently radical. The public authorities
have tried to do their duty, but householders have
refused to keep their premises clean, and fostering conditions for contagion have been abundant.
The time is past for repentance. Memphis is a
doomed city. The rigid quarantine will doubtless prevent the infection from spreading, but her
commerce and prosperity are destroyed. Most
of her inhabitants have fled, and the remainder
must remain in a state of siege till the frost
comes. It is to be hoped that this second warning will then be heeded, and that proper precautions will be taken against a return of the disease.
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RIVAL SCHEMES OF HEATING.

BY ROBERT BRIGGS, C.E., OF PHILADELPHIA.

If the fortunate holder of funds, the depositor
of money lying idle in a bank, has any question
as to the propriety of making investments in patent rights and exclusive grants for the systematic
heating of a city by steam, if he has doubts as to
which square mile it is best to stake his capital,
if he ever happens to consider the want of experience of those who with him are about to invest in these engineering problems, then he can
take to the alternative method with satisfactory
certainty in effecting a permanent investment.
In place of steam, or the great heat distributor,
he will find commercial hydrogen ~as to become
an alternative. The modern joke (for we believe
it not fifty years old) is, '' You pays your money,
and you takes your choice."
The theory of the case for either competing
method is based upon the relative quantities of
heat which they will convey from the works of
generation to the places of useful consumption.
When it is found that the heating effect of a
pound weight of coal gas when burned in air at
70°, and the products of combustion are reduced
in temperature to 70°, compared with the heating
effect of steam at 212° also reduced to 70° bears
the ratio of 18 Yz to 1. And it is also found that
in the comparison of heating effect by volume that
a cubic fopt of gas burned is 15 Yz times as
efficient as a cubic foot of steam at 212 °, the heat
in both cases being utilized to 70°. It is also an
admitted practical fact that each pound of coal
will produce in the usual gas works about four
cubic feet of coal ga~, and will generate with
boiler of average construction or economy from
water of 70° about 250 cubic feet of steam. That
is, the heat effect proceeding from burning equal
weights of coal in gas making, or in steam generating is about as I to 4 in favor of the steam.
On these data it is possible to found various
hypothesis' tor profitable employment of one or
the other agent. The value of gas is readily
settled. The price to-day in American cities may
be taken at $2.25 per 1,000 cubic feet. It may
be urged that this price is exorbitant, too great
for any supposed enlarged demand, that some
novel method of gas making will reduce it materially, say to a half or a third this value ; but
such views may be summarily replied to. No
speculative inventor of to-day would for a moment regard favorably a scheme for" investment"
which does not promise quite as good return as
has been "realized" by the present holder or
original investor in gas stocks. The price of
$2.25 per 1,000 feet is derived from the use of
accumulated plant capital of many years. It is
very doubtful if it would be remunerative if new
works, new mains, new services, were put in by
new capital. This price is the result of undivided
earnings when much larger prices per thousand
weFe charged against consumers. In particular
localities, such as are now fostering rival gas
works, it can be afforded to sell gas as low as
$r.6o per thousand, but .the distant spread of
mains to half-built-over ten;itory is destructive of
profit to the general company. Any project
which suppo!\.es a large reduction of the price of
gas for heating purposes as the intermediary
source of earning great dividends for new gas
companies carries a fatal error in its figures.
The value of steam as a commodity to be s·upplied where power and heat are wanted is more
indeterminate than that of gas. The difficulties
of extended and of discontinuous supply arising
from loss of heat in the distributing mains and
branches are very considerable. In the general
way that our gas distributions are planned and
laid for contingent, present, or for future use, it
is entirely impracticable to devise a steam pipe
distribution. Both prime cost and needful economy from loss of steam call for special and particular estimates to meet the exact positive requirements of the pipes conveying the steam to
some known and definite use. All the data for
computing such sizes as will effect a purpose of
steam heating or power at best economy are well

known to competent engineers but the limits are
very positive and rigid. The steam supply pipe
has three separate fluids to transmit-steam, air,
and water. No protection except a heated envelope can avoid loss by condensation in steam
pipes. By no possible means could a teapot be
heated by steam with any economy three times
each day at a point 100 feet distant from a steam
main. Steam at the boiler may cost little enough ;
what it is worth delivered, in hot cakes, to the
man or woman who wishes to warm a room in
winter or run a sewing machine in summer a mile
from the boiler, we leave for demonstration.
There is one more way to look upon the proposed general use of coal gas as fuel : that is, to
compare it with coal itself, pure and simple, as a
suitable fuel for consumption under boilers, in
house furnaces, and stoves. A ton of co al gas
(2,240 lbs.) is equal to 70,350 cubic feet, and, at
$2.25 per thousand, should bring $r58.29. As
fuel this ton of gas will produce (approximately)
twice as much heat as coal, consequently about
$80.00 per ton may be taken as the value of heat
effect compared to anthracite coal at say $5.00
per ton.
This view of the comparative cost of gas as
fuel for general use, is, however, a very unfair
one, when applied to some particular instances.
Thus the gas engine as a substitute for a steam
engine where a small quantity of power is occasionally needed, presents the advantage of readiness in application, and economy in starting of
and stopping, which makes it on the whole the
more economical, even if the gas and water
demanded by the engine are worth, as will cost
the user, six cents per horse power per hour,
while the coal to effect the same purpose will
cost, (with fireman's wages), only two cents per
hour. That is, there are many demands for
power in a small or occasional way that fully, and
more than fully compensate for the use of the
more expensive fuel. For household purposes
also, especially in the summer season, the prime
cost of the fuel is the lesser, item. The problem
of boiling the tea-kettle, which is propounded as
the crusis of steam heating, is solved instantly by
the gas supply. Always on hand, effective "•ith
the least loss of heat and the smallest combustion
of the fuel, "commercial hydrogen gas," delivered from the supply pipes of the system for
public lighting, offer an absolute saving of cost,
when restricted to domestic culinary uses, over
the much less expensive but less available fuel.
It is greatly for the interest of the legitimate gas
companies to stimulate and encourage this new
application of this commodity. A!l the coal gas
that is consumed for other than lighting purposes
they can afford to sell at a mere profit on the
cost of production at their works, as the two
great items of their expenses, the interest on
capital expended in distrib11ting mains, branches,
andmeters, and the losses from leakage of gas
from these mains and connections, are not in
the least increased by this kind of increase of
consumption. This has been recognized by the
New Orleans Gas Light Co., which makes a
considerable reduction of rates to consumers
who put in gas stoves or gas engines.
This investigation into the possible economy of
methods of furnishing heat to meet certain
requirements and under certain conditions, has
led us away from our argument.
A franchise-an exclusive monopoly- has
been granted by the proper municipa1 authorities .to make use of the public highways
for pipe ducts to be used by one "syst.em "
of heating. Such a right is asserted to be highly
valuable; "it is worth thousands ofdollars." All
the newspapers take up the subject, regardless of
their interests as advertising mediums, correspondents and editors concur in the opinion that
the value of this franchise to the favored company must be 'immense.' With happy consciousness the company admits this fact, and offers to
reserve a contingent advantage for the city.
'' We will be liberal," says the company, "we
only ask liberal treatment to allow us to effect the
great public end we have in view." The proj~ctors
willingly submit to all hard names, anxiously
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desire the public to be convinced of their shre11,dness in shutting out a rival method. When the
public can be brought to believe the right of
· crossing under a street is worth so much to the
scheme, what will it think must be the value of
the invention or a share thereof ?
GAS NOTES.
A German statistical paper recently published the following details relating to the gas-works in the Empire : N umb•!r of private works, 262 ; annual production of gas,
3,814,671,000 cubic feet; maximum production per 24
hours, 16.559 500 cubic feet; number of public lights,
51.256; number of prlvate lights, 1,059,225; amount of
capital employed £2, 713,n7. Number of municipal works,
220; aunual production of gas, 7,955,959,500 cubic feet;
maximum production per 24 hours, 3S,04B,ooo cubic feet;
number of public lights, B6,4Br; number of private lights,
1.744.713: amount of capical employed, £5,748.425.
Total number of works, 482 ; total annual production of
gas, II,770,630,500 cubic feet; total maximum production
per 24 hours, 54.6o7.500 cubic feet; total number of
public lights, 137,737; total number of private lights,
2,803.948; total amount of capital employed. £8.46r ,542,
or at a rate of 145. 4.53d. per 1000 feet of make.
An explosion occurred in the Dartford, England, gas
works July rst. The gas hold<!rS worked in a cast iron tank,
which rose 16 feet above ground. The tank gave way,
sending torrents of water all over the works when 1he gas
exploded in tke holder, which seems somewhat mysterious.
It blew the water casing plates nil about raised the brick
wall surrounding the works to its base, but only injuring
one man. The gas holder was 100,000 cubic feet capacity
recently erected.
A meeting of gas engineers wns held July 8th, at the
office of Mr. F. S. Sherman. engineer of the New Haven Gas
Light Co. The meeting resulted in the formation of the
"Connecticut Gas Engineers' Association," John P. Harlin. President: F. C. Shern:an, Vice President : Charles H.
Nettleton. Secretary and Treasurer. Meetings quarterly,
on the third Wednesday of March, June, September, and
December.
Dr. D. H. Wahl says: "The time is not f!\r distant,
when we shall have 'heating-gas' laid lhrough the streets
of our cities and towns, side by side with lighting-gas and
water-mains, and when our mills and factories and workshops, our parlors and kitchens will be supplied with heat
from that source, and when fires of wood and coal, with
their abominations of dirt and ashes, and extravagance, will
be looked upon as nuisances of the 'good old times' when
they knew no better."
A Denver correspondent of the N. Y. Sun, writes that
ih that city hills are run up strictly as a n atter of
convenience, anJ their collection seems to he surprisingly
easy. The amiable President of the Gas and Water Works,
Col. Archer, told him, for instance, that all the gas company lost last year in bad debts was $3. 75, and that only
one attempt was made on the part of a householder to
escape paying the water lax, by helping himself at the
tank of his neighbor.
The London gas companies ure endeavoring to extend
the use of gas for cooking and heating purposes, and report
an increase or business consequent on the growing demand
in this direction. '' In Paris these object~," says the Londoti Engilleering. "have long added to the prQ<;perity of
the gas company. and will doubtless have the same results
here, when by improved apparntus, certain prejudices
against gas have been overcome."
The certificate of incorporntion of the Goshen, N. Y., GasLight Company was filed recently. The trustees have
authorized the company to use the streets for laying gas
pipes, and exempting them from taxation for three years
from date. The work of building works will commence
at once.
The electric light is said to burn as well in n rain storm
as in fine weather. One of the large hotels nt Saratoga has
its grounds lit by eleclricily, and the effect of the light on
the raindrops is described as singularly beautiful.
The En~ineer and Mining :Journal, says : " The great
lighting question of the future, is the distribution of cheap
fuel-gas, and those who are wise will shape their course
toward accomplishing this."
The City Council of Columbus, Ind., has required the
Mutual Gas Co.• which is about to lay its mains. to deposit
$5,000 as a guarantee against damage to the streets.
Gas in Rockford, Ill., costs $2. 70 per thousand.
SHE KNEW HE WAS THERE.-lt was a warm afternoon, and young Mr. Cummagin did not go into the house,
but sat down in the pleasant porch, as was his custom, after
ringing the bell. Her little sister came to the door and
looked at him with some cunoslty. "Does your sister
Mabel know I am here. Nellie? " he asked. "Oh, yes."
replied the innocent prattler, " I guess she does ; she told
me to come out and see how sha ly it made the front yard
when you put your feet up on tl1e porch railing."
A good story is told of Pierre Lorillard, the great tobacco
manufacturer. A friend says to him, " Why do you Jet
your paper sell at so high a rate?" L oriJlard says, ·' Does
it, how much /'' The; rate being named to him, he says,
"Well, I don't think that is a high rate for a man's notes
to sell at that keeps racing horses and racing yachts."

